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Conclusion 

 

Anne Harley and Eurig Scandrett 

 

We asked contributors to this book to reflect both practically and theoretically on their 

engagement with struggles for environmental justice, and how these connect to community 

development and popular struggle. As academics or activists, all provide rich reflections on these 

processes. The process of producing the book has been a joy, although not without its 

difficulties. The contributors are all engaged in some way with struggles against the exploitations 

of neoliberalism. Activists constantly operate to timescales determined by the situation in which 

we and our comrades find ourselves. Academics in all parts of the world also face the sustained 

imposition of neoliberal practices on our working conditions. It is important to protect the space 

in which university employees engage with committed scholarship in solidarity with 

communities of struggle, as well as engaging with struggles in which our own labour is 

expropriated; and this book has facilitated this. It has been a privilege to work with such a range 

of committed activists and scholars.  

 

Many of the chapters have been co-produced, a process which has been a generator of new 

insights. Co-production has been informally shaped by a discipline of Freirean dialogue. Eurig, 

working as an activist-academic with a range of friends and comrades from India, Palestine and 

Scotland, found that the production process – the dialectical integrity of content and narrative, 

experience and theory, urgency and reflection – has taken a different form with each. In the cases 

of Scottish based activists Jennifer, Kathy and Sara, as a co-activist, Eurig was able to participate 

in discussing the chapters prior to editing, but their chapters are essentially their work. Kathy and 

Sara’s Chapter 12 is in itself a significant contribution to the struggle, involving detailed 

discussions with a wide range of community-based, trade union, anti-toxics and environmentalist 

groups engaged in the contradictions of class struggle over environmental health in the 

workplace and community. The production of the chapter thus made a contribution to developing 

the grassroots network on occupational and environmental health struggles that was proposed at 

a conference between the Asian and the European movements a few years ago. 

 

Many of the chapters began as dialogues between two or more of those involved in a struggle, or 

acting in solidarity. Dharmesh and Shweta’s significant experience and current dilemmas with 

the Indian environmental justice movement was captured through a series of skype interviews 

with Eurig, documented and then subjected to a process of dialogical counter-critique. Chapter 

10 was initially written by Eurig from material provided by Abeer, Zayneb and Mahmoud in 

many different ways – through written input and interview, but mostly through Eurig’s direct 

experience of participation in solidarity activities in Palestine, hosted by the other contributors – 

then collectively revised. Similar processes were used by others: reflections from experience 

debated, written up and then shared for further discussion (Patrick with Berenice; Jeanne and 

Bobby; Mark with others at Church Land Programme (CLP); and/or activist-scholars 

interviewed those involved in various struggles, capturing different voices (Richard and Daniel); 

or, in the case of Jon’s self-reflection of his experiences and the wider movement learning, 

shared with others involved in the struggle for suggestions, corrections and explanations, to 

deepen his learning. 
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As a body of work, the chapters explore issues familiar to environmental justice activists, 

including coal mining (Mark), oil and gas (Hilary and Laurence), fracking (Jon), waste 

(Jennifer), pollution (Richard and Daniel) or a combination of these (Dharmesh and Shweta, 

Jeanne and Bobby), but also the ways in which environmental justice issues may be hidden as 

part of broader processes: for example, how colonial appropriation of environmental resources is 

part of the Zionist settler colonisation of Palestine (Simon; Abeer, Zayneb and Mahmoud). 

Patrick and Berenice’s account of the remarkable popular uprising in Buenaventura is rooted in 

both a human ecology of some of the most excluded populations of Columbia and the violation 

of the port city population through the accelerated export of extracted resources. Kathy and Sara 

illustrate the ways in which environmental injustices interact with new forms of labour 

exploitation – and of trade union organising – throughout the world. 

 

During our editing process, we found that we had started to edit out some of the most interesting 

and insightful material in order to accommodate the core arguments and diverse contexts in 

which these struggles are occurring. Much material we risked losing occurred in sections in 

which contributors allowed themselves the opportunity to step out from their campaigns and 

struggles and the requirements of academic scholarship, and to reflect, critically and honestly on 

their activities. These insights, stimulated by the process of writing, are so often the content that 

academic writing excludes in the current competitive climate of league tables and productivity 

ratings. They relate to some of the more difficult and challenging reflections which activists and 

academics face in their praxis. We have, wherever possible, included these insights in the 

chapters themselves but want to highlight the ‘generative themes’ (in Freirean terms) that the 

book has collectively generated. We believe that these have the potential to produce – through a 

dialectical process of testing against concrete reality – understanding in praxis at a deeper, richer 

and ‘thicker’ level.  

  

We have been struck by the extent to which, in reflecting on these themes, we are continually 

drawn back to Bhattacharyya’s (2004) understanding of the core purposes of community 

development as solidarity and agency. Solidarity is an essential characteristic of community; 

whilst agency, he argues, is what development should be about: 

The ultimate goal of development should be human autonomy and agency – the capacity 

of people to order their world, the capacity to create, reproduce, change, and live 

according to their own meaning systems, to have the powers to define themselves as 

opposed to being defined by others. (2004: 12)  

Practices that go by the name of development, in contrast, do the opposite. As our contributors 

show, ‘development’ means coal mines in KwaZulu-Natal, a power station in Slovakia, a gas 

pipeline in Ireland, land grabs for oil extraction or solar farms in India, incinerators in Scotland, 

fracking in Novia Scotia, unregulated chemical industries in occupied Palestine, expansion of a 

private port in Columbia, and casualised employment in multiple sectors and locations across the 

globe. In all these cases, development is an attempt to exclude, silence, fragment, segregate and 

disempower; it is precisely solidarity and agency that are under threat (Bhattacharyya, 2004). 

Both have been undermined at micro and macro levels through industrial capitalism, the rise of 

the nation state, and ideologies such as instrumental reason. Through this process, 

commodification and radical individualism have come to permeate every aspect of life, whilst 

identity and subjectivity have been threatened by cultural domination. ‘Cultures that do not obey 

the market logic of capital are labelled as irrational’ (Bhattacharyya, 2004: 20). None of these 
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eroding forces is likely to go away anytime soon; and thus community development, operating in 

this context, needs to address macro factors while working in microenvironments. 

The chapters reflect the problematics of how solidarity and agency are to be practiced with 

integrity in the microenvironments of particular struggles and concrete contexts whilst 

addressing the macro factors which are often the origins of these eroding forces. The accounts of 

micro level struggles, and those taking place on a more macro level, identify tensions around 

how particular struggles relate to each other or the ways in which activists from outwith the 

communities directly affected by environmental injustice (as is the case for many environmental 

activists and activist-academics) engage with those who are. Whilst the practices of activists seek 

to prefigure emancipatory ecological humanism, the contributors demonstrate that the embedded 

subjectivities of colonialism, settler-colonialism and class, racial and gendered oppression (as 

well as the functional incorporation of civil society) cannot easily be left outside the door when 

we enter the location in which the terrain of struggle is most acute. ‘Communities are not 

uncomplicated homogeneous entities. They are multidimensional and fragmented by different 

inequalities and competing interests, and at times they are fractured by overt conflict’ (Kenny, 

2016: 24). 

 

A number of the chapters thus speak to potential or actual fault-lines or fractures in struggles at 

micro or macro level: such as gender, in one of the interviews in Jeanne and Bobby’s chapter on 

South Africa; class and ethnicity in Richard and Daniel’s on Slovakia; settlers and indigenous 

populations in Canada and Palestine. However, accounts show the various ways in which 

solidarity can be built (in the case of the Nova Scotia fracking struggle, or Patrick and Berenice’s 

account of the Buenaventura strike); or indeed fault-lines recreated or newly created (as in the 

Slovakian case, where environmental justice struggles, manipulated by class interests, served to 

reproduce and exacerbate conflicts along ethnic lines; or in Dharmesh and Shweta’s account of 

how philanthrocapitalism in India fragments and divides struggles). By contrast, Hilary and 

Laurence show how a community can hold a struggle together despite disunity. As Simon, and 

Abeer, Zayneb and Mahmoud point out, a call for unity can be distorted by colonial interests, as 

Zionists seek to use environmental protection as a cover for normalising and legitimising the 

expropriation of Palestinian land and resources. 

 

As Shaw and Mayo (2016) argue in Class, inequality and community development, a class 

analysis needs to be central in any discussion of community development; and environmental 

struggles help us to see this. Class is dynamic, driven by economic and social pressures and 

mediated through the environment: extractive and manufacturing ‘development’ produces new 

working classes and bourgeoisie; racist discourses of pollution consign unwanted populations to 

an ethnically defined ‘underclass’ through settler colonisation, expulsion and ghettoisation; 

accumulation by dispossession of resources fragments class fractions; post industrial workers are 

casualised into precarious transience, including through the proletarianisation of academic work. 

 

Current environmental struggles take place at the micro, community level; and play themselves 

out on a global stage. They are fraught with issues of power. Understanding the macro-micro 

connections, relations of power, and the possibility of agency, is possible through this 

environmental justice lens. Returning to Bhattacharyya’s (2004) insistence that there is a need to 

separate out the purpose of community development from its premises and its methods, the 

purposes of agency and solidarity. 
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What is clear from these stories, is that solidarity involves work, and especially by those of us 

who have been privileged – in however compromised and conflictual ways – by the eroding 

forces of capital accumulation and hegemonic patriarchy. The account of the struggle against 

fracking in Mi’kma’ki / Nova Scotia makes this particularly clear. Similarly, Mark includes a 

snapshot of ‘the good stuff’ (see Butler et al, 2010: 4) of radically democratic and militant 

humanism that the CLP has come to recognise through reflective critique on their engagement 

with communities engaged in struggle in KwaZulu-Natal. 

 

Authentic solidarity requires an assumption of agency, and aspects of the agency of communities 

have been identified by our contributors through practices of what is variously called 

prefigurative politics, popular struggle, or nonviolence – the ways in which the means by which 

we conduct the struggle reflects / is consistent with / is infused with the purposes for which we 

struggle (and the expectation of emancipation): civic organisation and the grassroots puntos in 

Buenaventura; decolonising alliances between settlers and First Nation peoples in Mi’kma’ki / 

Nova Scotia; the intellectual work of those threatened by mining in KwaZulu-Natal; economic 

self-reliance of Adivasi struggles in India; popular resistance in Palestine; new forms of 

community-based labour organising in Scotland.  

 

The stories captured in the book are reflections on a ‘war of position’ in Gramscian terms 

between the interests of capital and that of popular community agency and solidarity. In the 

reflections of some activists, movements from below are experiencing set-backs and retreats in 

the face of aggressive mobilising by the capitalist class: India’s philanthrocapitalism has 

contributed to a retreat by the environmental justice movement; European business influence on 

policy has defeated community waste and anti-incineration movements in Scotland; and 

Slovakian Romani agency is so thoroughly excluded that environmental justice campaigns have 

become little more than struggles between sections of the bourgeoisie. As Cox and Nilsen (2014) 

point out, social movement processes can go backwards as well as forwards. In other contexts, 

movements from below are thriving, developing new forms of engagement, and in some cases 

(Buenaventura, Mi’kma’ki /Nova Scotia) making some advancement against the interests of 

capital mobilising from above.  

 

Some of the pivotal issues concern the connection between the micro and the macro, the extent 

to which multiple communities engaged in particular struggles are able to link together to 

challenge the interests of structural power, such as capital, colonisation or patriarchy. For those 

engaged in community development – as local activists, environmentalists, community workers 

or academics – this is a crucial question. Through a dialectic of agency and solidarity, 

communities are able to, with or without the involvement of community workers from outside, 

respond to environmental injustices through mobilisation, informal education, collective action 

and engaging in forms of militant particularism. Moreover, such militant particularism can be 

understood as a component, alongside other forms of popular struggle, in a ‘social movement 

process’ (Cox and Nilsen, 2014), which also includes building connections amongst 

communities with common struggle: ‘joining hands to join the dots’; collective conscientisation 

as people generalise from their particular struggle and learn from their abstractions; single issue 

and multiple issue campaigns and wider movements which at times make claims within, and at 

other times seek to transform hegemonic social relations. 
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The capacity for communities to transcend their concrete struggles and challenge the ‘eroding 

forces’ of capital can be constrained by the ferocity of the battle against them, but also facilitated 

by their connections with other communities or, at times, with outsiders willing to listen. 

Solidarity requires outsiders to engage in serious dialogue that starts from a genuine presumption 

of the thinking and agency of people. The struggle for environmental justice requires sustained 

engagement with these processes, for the environment to be valued through human agency, not, 

as is currently hegemonic, as economic investment (Martinez-Alier, 2002). Community 

development, as agency and solidarity, is part of this.  
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